


The Quest For Your Castle Is Going To Be 
One Royal Pain After Another. 

Well, Sir Graham,- ' 
vanished without a trai 
the NES” where (testin' 

Dark secrets and pWua 
detailed 3D graphics worth c 
crystal caves, battle past ba* 
forests. Gather the magical 
from being permart—‘T- 

You'll rack vour ^ 
together clues (torn strangers and 
animals alike. Encounters with the 
Ice Queen, dungeon monsters ^ 
and winged harpies could prove (9 
fatal if you're caught off guard. 

So begin the quest of the century" 
and prepare to defend your crow 

Orelselifeinmekingdo 

you're up a royal creek without a castle because it's 
ice. To find it you must undertake King's Quest* V for 
ly hinges on your noble intellect and daring decisions, 
iftfalls of instant doom imperil your every step. Amid 
‘"'*th a king's ransom, you'll cpmb mysterious - ' 

bandit hideouts and trek through forbidden 
».al items and weapons that can save you 
/ dethroned. JUS 
l brains piecing . . 

ventry will fon 
; filled with sic 
Jess knights. 
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Super NES Times: 
Street Fighter 2, Space 
Megaforce, Super Star 
Wars, Super Battletoads, 
Sonic Blastman, King of 

Tricks of the 

Tricks of 
the Trade 

Outpost: Sega 

GameBoy Fan 

Atari Lynx 

High Scores 

Attention Street Fighter 2 
fans! EGM has an awe¬ 
some new trick for SF2 on 
the Super NES! Now, you 
can have the same charac¬ 
ters square off in a fierce 
battle! That's right, it's a 
character vs. character trick 
for SF2. See if Ken beats 

' Blanka defeats his 

Now, you can battle your¬ 
self in the S-NES version 

of Street Fighter 2! 

Dr. Robotnik again! 
Check out our exclusive 
4 page introduction to 

the Genesis and GG ver- 

Leading Edge 
New games hitting the 

arcade include King of the 
Monsters 2, Warrior Blade, 
and Varth: Operation Thun¬ 
derstorm. These machines 
offer exciting game play 
and impressive graphics. 
EGM gives you the inside 
info on these and other 

COVER: 
Sonic the Hedgehog, every¬ 
one's favorite madcapped 
critter, returns and is faster 
than ever with his new side- 

kick Two-Tails. 

Wrestlemania: Steel Cage 
Challenge 
Sega Genesis: Mick& 
Mack: Global Gladiators, 
Smash TV, Jennifer 
Capriati Tennis, Strider2 
Turbo Champ: Splash 
Lake, Jackie Chan's Action 
Kung Fu 
Neo Geo: King of the 
Monsters 2 
Game Gear: Spider- 
man, Wimbeldon Tennis 
GameBoy: Lunar 
Chase, Double Dragon 3, 
Ultima, Bionic Commando 
Atari Lynx: Kung Food, 
Shadow of the Beast 

114 
Advertiser 

index 
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lAWHM &KONAM! 

®E|ggig|^- Overnight, it seems, there’s 

a place for video games like no other. It’s called FunTronics, 

the new game department at Sears. 

FunTronics is designed to have all the games you’re 

looking for in stock. Incredible 16-bitgames. Bythe dozens. 

It las both Sega Genesis and Super Nintendo Entertain¬ 

ment Systems, Along with Game Boy, Game Gear and every 

accessoryyou could imagine 

Not to mention the game stations where you’re invited to 

getthefeel of thehottest games available. 

So come to FunTronics, The one place you can figure on 

having exactly what youhe looking for. 

1 Save $10 on Super Off Road or ,fjf 
Bart vs.The Space Mutants 

ini ii ii ii ii 1111 ii ii mm 
wrnmm 
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The WWF’s newest tag team partners— 
WWF® WrestleMania® Steel Cage Challenge™ for 
NES" and WWF® Superstars 2 " for Game Boy®— | 
take you from the opening bell to the closing pin 
with pulse-pounding action so wild, the steel cage 
is barely enough to contain it! 



Go For T 

Official Licensed Product of the 1992 Barcelona 

Available for 

SEMESIS GAME GEAR 



he Cold, 
7 Olympic Games Events 

Barcelona, 1992. It's the Olympic Summer Games, and your once in a lifetime chance to prove 
yourself in a world arena. You'll hear the crowd, feel the heat and experience the total rush 

of the ultimate competition. Break a world record. Smash an Olympic Games record. 
Or beat a friend. Here's the rundown: 
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STREET FIGHTER 2 UPDATE... 

Street Fighter 2. Once I heard that it 
would be coming out for the Super NES 
I decided then and there that I had to 
have it even though I am a devoted 
Genesis user. I am prepared to go out 
and buy a new Super NES just for the 
cartridge. What I need to know from 
you, the Street Fighter 2 authorities, is if 
what Quartermann said back in May will 
happen soon. I would believe that I 
could get a better deal if I wait until the 
new S-NES system with Street Fighter 2 
as the included cart comes out. When 
will that happen? 

Gary Tobin 
Clinton, OK 

I think it is grossly unfair that Capcom 
will not be making a Street Fighter 2 for 
the Genesis. Clearly the Genesis is far 
superior to the Super NES and 1 would 
bet that Capcom could make a killer ver¬ 
sion of the game for us 2 million Gene¬ 
sis owners. Have you heard any new 
information as to whether this will ever 
come about? If not the Genesis, how 
about a Sega CD version of the Cham¬ 
pion Edition? 

Zeke Hughes 

1 have heard several rumors that per¬ 
haps you can confirm or deny. The first 
is that Capcom of Japan is working on a 
new 32 bit Street Fighter 3 game, is this 
the same Street Fighter 3 arcade that 
Quartermann talked about in July? Did 
you get a sneak peek of the game in 

development on one of your many trips 
to Japan? Or is it already out on test in 
another country? Some friends have 
told me that they have already played 
Street Fighter 3. Could this be true? 

Adam Hollands 
Norcross, GA 

Some of my friends have already pur¬ 
chased the Japanese Super Famicom 
version of Street Fighter 2. They are 
telling me there is a trick in the game 
where you can play character vs. char¬ 
acter (not the bosses though) as in the 
Champion Edition. Is this really possi¬ 
ble? Will it be in the U.S. version of the 
game. I called the Street Fighter 2 Hot¬ 
line and they say that character vs. 
character isn't possible. Who is right? 

Mark Hurst 
Los Angeles, CA 

P/ay character vs. character with 
this secret trick hidden in the 

domestic version of Street 
Fighter 2! See page 54!! 

(Ed. Rumors, rumors, rumors! Many 
times it is very hard to tell what is a 
really hot news item and what is just 
heresay. With the popularity of this 
super hot game there certainly has 

master journalists like Quartermann can 
occasionally make mistakes. To get the 
straight scoop we went right to Cap- 
corn's public relations manager, Laurie 
Thornton, for the real answers to make 
this editorial retraction. 

1.) There will not be a repackaging of 
the Super NES with Street Fighter 2 as 
the new pack-in cartridge. Discussions 
between Capcom and Nintendo regard¬ 
ing this subject have never taken place. 

2) Capcom U.S.A. currently has no 
plans to license Street Fighter 2 for the 
Sega Genesis or Atari Lynx. 

3) Capcom states that the Street 
Fighter 3 game mentioned in Quarter- 
mann's July column was actually.a 
Street Fighter 2 Championship Edition 
erroneously named by the arcade own- 

4) As to the character vs. character 
trick in Street Fighter 2, Laurie has con¬ 
firmed that the character vs. character 
trick (see page 54 in this issue) that 
works in the Japanese Super Famicom 
version of Street Fighter 2 will be 
retained in the U.S. version of Street 
Fighter 2. 

One final point, as you know by now, 
the Sheng Long trick published in our 
April issue was our April Fool's joke. 
Sheng Long doesn't actually exist.) 

KUDOS FROM OVERSEAS... 
Tell your readers to stop moaning. You 

don't know how lucky you are in Ameri¬ 
ca. Most of the carts come out months 
before they do here in England. And 
when we do get them, they cost twice 
the price you pay for them. It is just not 

Europe - especially Austria! 
You write a great magazine and even 

though it is very hard to find over here, 
and it is usually at least a month old, 
we still find it is easily worth the search! 
Keep up the good work! 

Philip Corbett 
Kenilworth, England 

(Ed. Thanks for the compliment Philip. 
Have you considered getting a subscrip¬ 
tion? We send all of our overseas subs 

hottest gaming info even faster!) 
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H| The futurfoM^pgAiir 
_I is in the cards :wana in your hands... 

'«'SomewheK in theSetnple oflalnia a passagewa^tqthe onfcr sid/has beefopened. Vile creatures of all kinds !h< 
Sieftiited by the corrupt magician Galneon to help hm reincarpe the wicked Queen Rimsala. The Region of E| 
Jared. Only one brave warrior stands in his way. Last of the mystical Cardmaster sect, the untrainedRooks if 

mhttle he knows of the ancient art to thwart the conspiracy and restore his tiny kingdom of Elemen to its J 
glory Only Rooks' holds the key thattdl unravel Galneon’s plan, 

arcana \ ar - 'ka - na\ [L, fr. neut. of arcanas secret, fr. aMfe to enclose, defend]. 1. Mysterious know lei 
Mlytofjectfew 2 Ancient rites and spiritual powers understood only by initiates. 3. The secrets of t|m! 
^jroqMppnnn 4. The exciting new RPG from HAL America. 



PER NES FOR LESS! 
Clip coupons below, and take up to $5.00 off Super NES. Only at Software, Etc. 

T$Q-offwi™ 
o COUPON r, 

99995 Sale Price .JSP" n 
■ 5300 With Coupon "■# 

$9695 Your Cost 

SUPER NINTENDO SUPER SET SUPER NES, CONTROL SET 

MEGA SEGA SAVINGS 
l’t lose with Software, Etc.’s everyday low prices and extra Sega savings! 

$COFF WITH 
Ocoupon 

I $124" Your Cost 

! $Q OFF WIT 
>COUPON 

$99" Sale Price 
- $30° with Coupon 

$96" Your Cost 
JSEGA GENESIS: THE 0UT-0FC0NTR0L SET 

with one controller. Purchase your favorite game separately 

f 
U^L-    

30F1 vYMnctp'V 
Offers on game systems valid through 8/31/92 

Bc^. BS w ST 



WHEN IT COMES TO SAVINGS, 
WE DONT PLAY GAMES. 

r$"3" OFF WITH COUPON 

£_,State._-Zip:_ 

. i none:_Store*_ 
| 

' GAME BOY — 

r$_5 

Street_ 

OFF WITH COUPON 

m M 
.si. 

$Q OFF WiTH COUPON"1 

■ ^ . g ' 

50i=7V.AS£e'C- 

$3 OFF WITH COUPON 

$3 OFF WITH COUPON 

_State:__Zip:. 

State: V 
S. 

CATCH THE NEW GAMES FIRST 
RESERVE THE HOTTEST NEW 
GAMES AT SOFTWARE, ETC. 

,=GFiv¥]An€(j&»S 
, ejeftesls =Or..v«Fi£vSK; | For a store near you call 1-800-328-4646 

mb ■■' Have your zip code ready. 
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EGM AND SEGA RULE AT CES! 
I had the great privilege to attend the 

Summer CES and it was incredible! I 
was expecting a great show, but what I 
saw blew me away! The largest crowd 
was around the Sega booth and more 
specifically the Sega CD. The area that 
Nintendo set aside for the public was 
large, but uneventful. They had their old 
games out and what was new was not 
spectacular. However, after checking 
out the game companies, I wanted to 
see what the magazines were doing. 
One wasn't even there, the second was 
dead with only sales people drinking 
coffee, the third was O.K. but yours was 
a trip! it took me 10 minutes just to get 
to the counter for your free magazines! 
And, the line to play your two Street 
Fighter 2 Champion arcade games was 
at least 50 feet long! Thanks, guys, for 
going all out for us consumers! 

John Carlton 
Iowa City, IA 

Could this be the super-secretive 
Sushi-X?? 

The CES was awesome! I just got 
home and it was beyond my greatest 
expectations! Your booth was great, too! 

One last thing. I brought along a cam¬ 
era hoping to get a snapshot of Sushi-X 
so I could finally unveil the true identity 
of this guy. However, he is as quick and 
elusive as he is cooked out to be! First 
of all, I asked the lady at your booth 
where he was. All she said is that he 
could be anywhere at the show! So, I 
went to the most likely place, the SF2 
game station! There I saw a Japanese 
guy kick'n butt on SF2. C'mon, who else 
could it have been!? By the time I got 
close enough to take a picture, he had 
disappeared! He must have seen me 
coming or something. Very sneaky 
Sushi-X, but I have to warn you, I 
haven't given up yet! 

Scott Fox 
Minooka, IL 

First of all, I'd like to shake the person¬ 
's hand who decided to have this year's 
CES open to the public! I was there first¬ 
hand, and let me tell you it was the most 
outrageous gaming experience of my 
life. The Sega booth was the best 
around, especially getting to see Bat¬ 
man for the Sega CD! Sonic 2 was awe¬ 
some! Nintendo was O.K., but I didn't 
like the idea of not being able to go to all 
of their booths. Why did they have them 
roped off? 

Hey, where were the magazines? I 
found yours just by following the SF2 
lines. Thanks for the free mags! I really 
appreciate getting your July issue 
weeks before it hits the newsstands. 
What I really liked was the fact that all of 
your editors were there to talk to us. It 
looked like you really went all-out to be 
there for the consumers! Thanks againl 

Paul Radenson 
Madison, Wl 

Hundreds of players waited 
patiently to get a chance to take on 
the EGM editors (Ken Williams pic¬ 

tured) at SF2 Champion Edition! 
(Ed. We were very pleased to meet all 
of the great players that came to the 
CES. We had tons of magazines, T- 
Shirts, S-NES SF2 cartridges and 
posters and tots of other goodies to give 
away! However, what is a booth without 
a game to play? Thanks to the kind peo¬ 
ple at Capcom (who loaned us two SF2 
Champion Edition arcade machines and 
donated the carts and posters!) we were 
able to really go all-out for the con¬ 
sumers at CES, and, judging by all of 
the positive responses from everybody 
who wrote, faxed and called in to tell us 
about their experiences, we are very 
pleased to hear that you also had a 
good time. After all, it is the consumers 
who buy the games and magazines, 
and we couldn't pass up a great oppor¬ 
tunity to say thanks for your support! If 
you thought this was a big event, wait 
until you see what we will do next year!) 

SHENG LONG HITS HONG KONG! 
Your April Fool's trick (the Sheng Long 

one) is so incredible that it is now over¬ 
seas! One of your readers from Texas 
thought this trick was for real and he 
sent it to a comic book called Street 
Fighter (where all of the main characters 
are from Street Fighter 2) in Hong Kong. 

Now, everybody (including the editors 
of the comic book) thinks that there real¬ 
ly is a Sheng Long character in the 
arcade game! The editors said in their 
article that they are going to go in and 

game in order to be able to see the 
character themselves! Good job EGM. 
You now have created an international 
monster! 

Break Lum 

The famous (?) Sheng Long trick 
got reprinted in issue number 37 

of Jademan Comics™. 
their comic book to us! April foot, Jade- 
man! It's nice to know that we are world 
famous - at least until they find out that 
the trick won't work! Oh well, that will 
teach them for reprinting our material 
without permission.) 
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Beyond Reality. 
Beyond Imagination. 
Beyond Belief. 
An immense RPG only 
for the Turbbgrafx-CD. 
Believe it. 





feet of well 

Wk turkey. The:; 
H The embarras: 

i of lx>wling*-v 
except for ( 

Action for 1to 4 Players 
fjSw Cool Characters With Unique Styles 
and Attributes £ 
Standard 10-Frarhe “Turkey" Bowling 
Gfp'iiue Nine-Hole “Golf” Bowling Course 
Set Your Own Pins in Practice Mode 
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EACH 

I NINTENDO SUPER l 

Imported and Distributed by: 
HI-TECH SYSTEMS INTL. 
TEL: (805) 255-2185 • FAX: (805) 255-5539 
23120 LYONS AVE., NEWHALL, CA 91321 
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Genesis ■ Sage's Creation 

KING SALMON 
Theme: Sports Available: Now 
No. of Levels: N/A Megabits: 4 

: ] King Salmon is not just a typical 
Iday at the lake! This video fishing 
? requires lots of forethought and 
technique to successfully catch a 
fish. Use various types of lure, 
ichange the depth of the line and \ 
jpick plenty of spots to drop your line.I 
;Watch for other fisherman's boats, 
ibecause if you collide to many 

';jtimes, you will be disqualified! If you 1 
(manage to hook a fish, try using the 
pump method to nab the big one! ? 

™ome oMherb*°e^jKdeBltDoynTge1 
me wrong, the pa^M^e is leisurely and 

^elements of the^f^^B^itles, it still 
remains a worthy to the previ- 

jthat have made Adventure Island great. 

L you can find inj^e system,'espe- 
cially when it con^^M^ gigantic end- 

very few new a^K^Rd the range of! 
weapons is sev^(RPing. Not a bad 
|game, just nothing revolutionary. 

There have been some OK fishing games 
done of some of systems but 
finally someone ^Ki^Rade a fishing 

hours of practic^H^fllu can find, and 

Salmon. Tough, but the best there is! 

new SNESrart!'t|WK'tther best Je3 
sion of Adventurd^^Pet. The graph¬ 
ics are well dora^^»ors are bright 

jal. 1 can easily re^^PPd this to all the 

graphics in this g^^Bii have your 
system hooked Jfn^Mereo then the 
audio will really rock^Mrer than this it is! 
a 'normal' Neo-Ge^^pter with the stan-j 

Great end boss^Rd a difficulty set just 
(right for the average player. 

make a good gam^^Mphics are not 
phenomenal and are average, 
but the game play i^Bresting and has 
an addictive qualil^Prolling along the 

ing! A nice chac^Huf pace in a world of 
shooters and fighting games. 

vivid and colorf ufl^^B^inimation is 
Ivery good. The gan^^Ptrols are good 
and there is plent^^Rction. The music 

great Turbo ExpRrgame for those who: 

As a shooter fan, this cart kind of let me 
down. The graphics jflKod, but no bet¬ 
ter than a shooter ^Bes. The music is 
pretty cool andjJ^peat in stereo. 

iexciting and th^K^Ry is O.K. The 
jbesUhing abouBHPme is the huge 

Although not a graphics powerhouse (letl 
alone a musical ojtf^ King Salmon ' 

a line of fishing past year or 
two, King Salmc^R^Hbut on top with 
superb realisml^PPifulness to the 
sport. Let's see more games like this! 

world isgrowinglll^Hf'eve* in'this 
large quest for Mas^Biggins. Like the; 

series, New AdvedR^ Island is a rock¬ 
steady game th^mers will enjoy. This 
will keep Higgins fans happy for awhile. 1 

of the so-called HLer' systems. At 
$200, Andro Duiro^^Bvery exciting. 
Granted, the gtegttMbok extremely 
detailed and the^^PPgreat, but 1 want 
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But aim carefully Or you’ll never see the light of 

day You and your Wizard, Knight, and Ninja allies 

must find the magic swords and slash through 

50 floors infested with giant gryphons, three 

headed hydras and fire breathing dragons. Prove 

that nothing is mightier than your sword. Or, 

Drockmar Keep will be in eternal darkness. The 

sword fight of your life awaits at your store today. 
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GameBoy - A«olade 

CENTIPEDE 
Theme: Shooter Available: Now 
No. of Levels: 10 Megabits: .25 

Centipede has all the fun of the 
arcade version, but now it is 

|portable! The object is simple. Shoot j 
a crazed centipede in various parts 
of the body to change it into a mush-: 
room. Watch for the spider that 
spastically jumps around and 
attacks, the flea that leaves a trail of 
mushrooms behind and the scorpion 

■that poisons the centipede causing it 
to dive into you. Two players can 
combat the insects simultaneously. 

GameBoy - Konami 

ZEN: INTERGALACTIC NINJA 
Theme: Attion Available: 1993 
No. of Levels: 5 Megabits: 1 

Environmental games are making 
a strong appearance in the video 
.gaming realm. Zen: Intergalactic 
Ninja is the latest one for the Game¬ 
Boy! Select from four areas that 
include dust, smog, oil and a dam. 
Use your ninja power and might to 

lovercome the environmental haz¬ 
ards and put a stop to the bosses 
iproducing this waste. The levels are 
intricate and difficult, but our world's 

Steel Talons is one of the hottest 
jcommodities at any arcade! Bring all! 
jof the action home on your Lynx! 
.Control one of the most powerful 
choppers in the fleet on a mission to 
iinvestigate enemy activity. You have 
ian assortment of missiles and guns 
to use at your disposal if any activity 
gets a bit suspicious. The polygon 
graphics look like they are lifted right 
from the arcade. Check out Steel 
Talons for the Lynx! 
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the games of august im. 
APPEARING IN LOCAL STORES NOWS 

Super Bowling 
Kemco - Puzzle American Technos - 

Sports 
Mario Paint 

S Nintendo - Edutainment Super Play Action 
Football 
Nintendo - Sports 

Wheel of Fortune 
featuring Vanna White 
GameTek - Family Fun 





EXCLUSIVELY 

DESIGNED FOR 

SUPER NES 
PLAYERS!!! 

Only in the Super NES Buy¬ 
er's Guide will you find the first 
coverage on the newest games 
like Street Fighter 2, Contra 3: 
The Alien Wars and T.M.N.T. 4. 
Don’t miss out on any of the 
action! Subscribe to the Super 
NES Buyer's Guide today! 

INCREDIBLE INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER!! DON'T MISS OUT ON... 

UTURE PLAY • FACT FILES • ULTRA PLAY • HI TEC] 

SUPER NES 
BUYER S GUIDE 

GIVE ME THE SUPER NES BUYER'S GUIDE! 
Please start my subscription to the Super NES Buyer's Guide, so I 

can be up to date on the latest games and 16-Bit tips! 
NAME_ 

Now there is a magazine 
made exclusively for owners 
of the hottest, most powerful 
Nintendo video game system 
ever made, the Super NES! 
Here is a magazine with all of 
the latest information, unbi¬ 
ased multi-person game 
reviews and spectacular maps 
and tips, so incredible that 
only the editors of Electronic 
Gaming Monthly could put it 
all together! Turn to the Super 
NES Buyer's Guide for the first 
and best info on the S-NES 
and its games! In each bi¬ 
monthly issue, you will find 
pages and pages packed with 
the most detailed full-color 
coverage on everything for 
your favorite 16-Bit machine! 
With an exclusive focus on the 
best and worst the Super NES 
has to offer, this Buyer's Guide 
is the one magazine you can 
trust to get the most out of 
your Super NES System! 

SIGNATURE. 
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...CES Wrap-Up...SMSG Hardware News...Jaguar Update...Street Fighter 2 
...Nintendo Grabs NCAA...Sega and Nintendo Drop Prices...New Games O; 

I all to the front line of video game warfare with the General of corporate destruction r 
s, the one and only Quartermann! The Q-Mann has pulled out the big guns this month, kiddies, 

I report from behind gaming's most dangerous lines! So put on your helmet and grab your 
3 classified info that only yours truly can deliver...System suicide! Nintendo has joined Sega in 
r of their main console under the 100 buck region! While the news of the price c' 
lame after Nintendo's big news, the Q-Meister has discovered that Sega had their blueprints for 

ready well before the CES, with two new packages (a core system as well as the “Sonic" system 
which is presently being sold) set for store shelves this fall! The bigger news, however, is the fact that 
Nintendo's new specs, which include the base unit and one controller with no game, appear to absolutely 
destroy the future of the 8-Bit. Sure, we all know it had to go sooner or later, but was napalm necessary?... 

...The quiet from the San Mateo Software Group was deafening at the CES. This company within a company, 
controlled principally by Electronic Arts, Matsushita and Warner Communications is set to unload with a machine 
that insiders are calling "revolutionary" early next year. The machine is CD-based, but according to sources 
familiar with the project, the entry level price will position the unit to go up against CD-I and CD-TV platforms as 
opposed to vids. Will consumers pay $800 for a glorified game system? The Q-Mann says the SMSG best do 
some spectacular things to be that steep...Atari's Jaguar is now readying for full-out production, with designs for 
nearly two dozen softs now in the starting stages. The machine will take gamers into visual regions previously 

rarcade games! Can't wait to see this cat in action... 

...A tip of the Q-Mann hat goes to Capcom for finally making some premo Street Fighter 2 products available! 
The T-Shirts, posters and hats are great, but collectors should stand ready to snap up Street Fighter 2 comics, 
cards and more! No word on release, but expect to hear it here first!...While we're on the subject of the kick butt 
fight-fest of the century, the Q-Mann has a bone to pick to the folks at Capcom! What happened to Sheng 
Long? Sure, we all knew it was the Dragon Punch, but what a disappointment to see the home version omit this 
most controversial of all non-existent game characters!...Also, don't be surprised if you see our friend Blanka at 
the next Weight Watchers meeting! Six foot-five and 216 pounds!?! Get serious Capcom, this monster should 
tip the scales at 400 pounds!... 

...Sonic the Hedgehog has taken over Sega! The Sonic developers, that is! Seems the boys responsible for the 
blurred blue one want to make absolutely positive that the sequel is just as super-charged as everyone expects 
it to be and Sonic has no plans to listen to any stiff white shirts! The Q-Mann's hat is off to you...Look for Virgin's 
7th Guest CD-ROM tour-de-force to become the pack-in for Nintendo's upcoming CD system...Quartermann 
wishes to extend a warm welcome to the Game Doctor! Trust me, Doc, the surroundings are much nicer around 
here!...Nintendo scores the sports gaming coup of the year! One of the best b-ball games the guru of gossip 
has ever played, NCAA Basketball, is now being distributed by the marketing super machine at Nintendo. The 
folks at HAL and Sculptured Software should take a bow, this game blows away even the best the big 'N' itself 
could deliver...Market research? You guys are a joke! 

...In closing, Gen. Q-Mann wishes to thank everyone who pushed through the crowds around the EGM booth at 
the CES to say "Hi!” and talk games! For those of you who weren't able to attend, the Q-Mann chalks up mighty 
kudos to this blistering batch of snazzy softs: Capoom's Street Fighter 2 (do you think I'm brain dead?), Sega's 
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (the big loops and special pal are a very nice touch), Tecmo's NBA Basketball (love the 
Tootsie Rolls too, Dimitri), Nintendo's Mario Kart (nice twist on F-Zero)and Mario 2 for GameBoy (good action 
title for the small screen), Taito's On the Ball (I agree with the head ed, this is the perfect reflex tester), Konami's 
Axelay (took the cake in the shooter category) and SunSoft's Superman (inside joke, inside joke). Actually 
Superman won't be ready to review until the next show but the demo looked great!...Until we meet again... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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The Master off 

Master Higgins is back in his wildest and greatest 
adventure of all! He leaps into action to defeat an 
army of guardian animals and monsters that protect 
the evil wizard, Dark Cloak! Join Master Higgins as 
he reaches new heights of excitement on his high 
flying skateboard. Speed through underground 
caves in a crazy mine car ride! Go from dangerous 
tropical shores to the belly of a whale - all in search 
of his final battle with the wicked sorcerer. 
•- Secret Bonus Rounds restore power and 

award points to our high jumping hero! 

CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



GENESIS AND SUPER NES SELLING FOR $99 
STREET FIGHTER 2 SELLS OUT IN 1 HOUR 

C&L CONTROLS READIES SF2 CONTROLLER 

At the January Consumer Elec¬ 
tronics Show, both Nintendo and 
Sega announced that they were 
reducing the price of their 16 bit 
game systems to $99! These prices 
would take effect on or around July 
15,1992. 

This 'system war1 (not unlike the 
airline industry ticket pricing war) 
has been going on for several 
months now with Nintendo and 
Sega each reacting to the other 
company's new monthly low price, 
and then each would quickly 
counter with something even lower. 
This system war has apparently 
reached rock bottom now, as the 
companies are at the point where 
they have to go in and physically 
change the system packaging to 

Each company will now offer a 
new basic system package. This 
$99 deal will not include a game 
with the system, and you will get 
only one controller. More expen¬ 
sive, step-up system packages will 
still be available should you want 
more than just the basic system. 

Turbo Technologies is also in this 
'war' as the basic Turbografx sys¬ 
tem will now sell for $69. Sega's 
Game Gear has been repriced at 
$99 and Atari has their Lynx at 
about $70. 

Both Sega and Nintendo dropped 
the price of their 16 bit machines 

to $99 in July. 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 

If you thought that Street Fighter 2 
was eagerly anticipated in the U.S., 
you should see what it was like in 
Japan! We wanted to see for ourselves 
whether this phenomenon was truly 
worldwide, so the staff of EGM flew to 
Japan to be there when the cartridge 
came out on June 10th. Long lines of 
game players were expected at every 
store and rumors were circulating that 
the game would sell for over 200% list' 
price, just because of the high demand 

As to the demand, the rumor was 
right. We got to the main store of Yod- 
abashi Camera in Shinjuku (one of the 
largest in Japan) at 9:00 AM when the 
store was just opening up. The line for 
the game ran around the block! There 

the ceiling and they all sold out in less 
than one hour! To our surprise though, 
the game was even discounted 10% 
and our copy cost 8800¥ (about $67). 
We then checked 37 other smaller 
stores across the Tokyo area and none 
had any Street Fighter 2 cartridges for 
sale. Apparently the smaller stores 
decided to avoid the long lines and 
had presold their entire allotment of 
cartridges. On the average, the typical 
player paid full price plus 200¥ or 
10000¥. Now, will there be a similar 
demand when the U.S. version comes 

Hundreds of eager players (includ¬ 
ing EGM) lined up at 9 AM on June 
10th in order to buy SF2 in Tokyo. 

A couple of months ago we predict¬ 
ed that Capcom wouldn't be the only 
company that would be releasing a 
Street Fighter 2, 6 button Super Nin¬ 
tendo controller. Sure enough, a new 
company, C&L Controls, out of 
Huntsville Alabama, is doing just that! 

Tentatively called the ’Championship 
Joystick1, this controller is huge and it 
is first quality all the way. It measures 

' in at 12 1/2" wide, 9" deep and 3 1/2" 
thick. The controller retains the exact 
same button/stick configuration as the 
arcade setup. The company claims 
that it is the most rugged in the indus¬ 
try, and we have to agree that it cer¬ 
tainly could take a beating. Anything 
that could survive a couple of weeks of 
hard abuse from our players has to be 
strong! Actually the controller case is 
made out of cyclite - the same stuff 
that telephones are made out ofl The 
other parts of the controller are equally 
as durable. The buttons are the same 

game, as is the joystick. That means 
cherry microswitches, the industry 
standard, for quality and reliability! 

C & L is gearing up for production 
and plans to have the stick available in 
early August. They are shooting for a 
retail price under $70. For more info 
you can write to; C&L Controllers; 
4800 Whitesburg Drive; Suite 29; 
Huntsville, Alabama, 35802. 

C&L's new Street Fighter 2 controller 
(in prototype form) will sell for under 

$70 and come out next month! 
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Hist inly can you play these 16 CD-Rom 
games, but alSbihe recently released CD + 
Graphics discs. This new type of CD allows 

you to simultaneously listen 
s^ftinusi#-while viewing 

various graphic images, all 
through yaMS screen. 

B Your CD player will even play 
r regular music CD’s, with the 

same great sound quality. But don't forget 
about our software library of over 80 exciting 
CD andStibp-chip games to choose from. All 
of which will put you in another state of mind. 
Or maybe even another state. 

$149.99 $69.99 $219.98 

Get your free 20 minute video of TurboGrafx's new TurboDuo and softwafeTifie-up 
Send your' name, address, age, sex, and tell us which game system you use now to: 

Free Video Give-Away 

--.670,1,tenterDriveyfet^SsmbsAngeles,CA 90045 
CIRCLE #101 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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New Vistas in 
Problem Solving 

Welcome, game mavens, to EGM’s 
first installment of The Game Doctor’s 
Q&A. For those of you who may not 
have heard of the Game Doctor -1 
know, I know, but we at least have to 
try to pretend that some of you are 
new to this column -1 am the the origi¬ 
nal video game medio, having started 
my “Q&A” practice in the October '81 
issue of the first electronic gaming 
magazine. Since then, I’ve been asso¬ 
ciated continuously with Arnie Katz, 
Bill Kunkel and Joyce Worley as they 
migrated from magazine to magazine, 
looking for the home they finally 
appear to have found with Steve Har¬ 
ris and company. It is a distinct honor 
to now be appearing in. The Game 
Doctor’s Q&A for EGM. Every column 
will, of course, be slanted toward the 
interests of the type of players who 
read this fine magazine. 

Oh, but first the ground rules: 1) 
Make sure your name and address is.1 
on both the envelope and the letter 
itself, in case we lose the envelope; 2) 
No hint or tip questions, though - the 
Doc leaves that item to the experts 
who produce the rest of this maga- 

So, let’s begin our latest leg in what 
has been a decade-long odyssey 

tainment with some of your burning 

Q: I am a proud owner of an NES. I 
only have one major problem. I was 
playing a game and there were a lot of 
enemies of the screen. The action on 
the screen then started to slow down. 
Can you tell me what caused this and 
why this happened? 

Brad Gerard 
Ruffin, South Carolina 

A: No problemo. The more on-screen 
objects, the more memory is required 
to move them around. Most video 
game systems use what are called 
“sprites" as the characters and objects 
which actually move on screen against 
a variety of painted backgrounds, 
much in the way cartoon characters 
are painted on transparent media, 
then animated against a static back- 

Now we get to the difference 
between an 8-Bit and a 16-Bit 
machine. An 8-Bit machine can only 
“bite" off 8-Bits worth of memory at a 
time while a 16-Bit machine can con¬ 
sume twice as much. The bigger the 
“mouthful" the system can gulp down, 
the smoother the animation and the 
more animated objects can be manip¬ 
ulated simultaneously on screen with¬ 
out noticeably slowing down the 

Q: Here are a few questions I would 
like for you to answer: 1) Is the Mega- 
CD worth all that money? 2) Are there 
any Mega-CD titles like Sherlock 
Holmes in which they use real motion 
scenes? 3) I beat video games very, 
very easily. Would you think that there 
is any chance I could get a job as a 
game reviewer, tester, counselor, 
etc.? Any advice would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Shawn Emery 
Elizabethtown, KY 

A: Here's a few answers, Shawn: 1) 
There are certain questions which 
cannot be answered. Among them are 
“is Video Game System “A" worth the 
money?" There is just too much rela¬ 
tivity in there, partner. Worth the 
money to you? Well, since I am privy 
to neither your bank balance nor taste 
in electronic hard and software, I just 
can’t answer that. I will say that the 
software selection for the CD unit - 
which is not even available for the 

Genesis as I write this - is limited at 
best and a wasteland at worst. Wait 
for the Genesis CD to come along, 
and then see what the library looks 
like and you will instantly know for 
yourself whether it cuts the economic 
mustard. 2) I am certain that some 
form of ‘full motion video," as it is 
known, will be available forSega’s CD 
games. After all, even the TurboGrafx- 
16 can now produce full-motion video 
(and the Doc did see a few interesting 
looking new CD titles for the Turbo at 
CES, by the way) and Phillips will be 
loading up its CD-I (Interactive CD as 
opposed to CD-ROM, which is a play¬ 
back-only system) software with full- 
motion video out the wazoo. So, sim¬ 
ply in order to keep up with the com¬ 
petition, it seems inevitable that the 
Genesis CD will give you all the full 
motion video your little gaming heart 
desires. 3) As you might suspect, 
there are an awful lot of game fans 
who would love to become game 
testers, and if you're as good as you 
say, you might have a shot. There's 
only one drawback: you have to live 
within commuting distance of a soft¬ 
ware or software testing company. 
Living up in the state of Washington, 
for example, would make getting a job 
with Nintendo a lot easier, as would 
living in the Silicon Valley area of Cali¬ 
fornia, where you can’t swing a broken 
joystick without hitting a software 
developer. But don’t give up; some 
unlikely cities do boast software com¬ 
panies - Austin, TXhas Origin, Las 
Vegas has Westwood, etc. - so check 
your phone book and if you find a 
game company listed, give 'em a call 
and say the Game Doctor sent ya! 

Q: Will the Genesis Game Genie 
from Galoob damage my Genesis or 
its software? And'wijjfah.ything else be 
coming from Galoob? 

Doug Dietrich 
Lacombe, LA 
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This is what you'll see when 
you fly the F-117A 

Stealth Fighter! 



A: According to Galoob, there is no 
way their Genesis Genie could harm 
your hardware or software. Remem¬ 
ber, unlike the Nes Genie, the Gene¬ 
sis version will be an officially 
licensed product and will have the 
blessing of Sega. In fact, they say that 
the physical configuration of the Gene¬ 
sis actually makes it easier for them to 
affix the Genie to a cartridge, since 
there’s no door to lift up. The Genesis 
Genie will basically look like a big 
Genesis cart onto which you attach 
your software. Everything then easily 
inserts into the top-loading system. 

Q: I have some questions about the 
Genesis. I’ve heard that it can be 
hooked up to an RGB computer moni¬ 
tor. Is this true? If so, how do you do 

Dan Johnson 
Ogilvie, MN 

A: Several companies make cables 
which allow this conversion. The one 
which makes the best cables for both 
the Super Nintendo and Genesis 
game systems is Redmond Cable. 
You can call them at (206-883-1403). 
They can tell you what is available for 
the monitor that you are using. Tell 
them that the Game Doctor sent you! 

Q: I recently saw an ad for the Mas¬ 
ter Gear which converts Sega Master 
System games to the Game Gear for¬ 
mat. I was wondering how good it real¬ 
ly was? 

Chris Stehle 
Milwaukee, Wl 

A: The Master Gear was made by a 
small company and created enough 
interest among users (and is such a 
great idea) that Sega itself has since 
purchased the rights to this device, 
redubbing it the Master Gear Convert¬ 
er. We’ve yet to see whether the same 
problems will afflict the MGC that con¬ 
tinue to make many Turbo/Turbo 
Express games tough to play on the 
smaller system, such as text that is so 
small that is unreadable or scores and 
other information located along the 
outer edge of the screen tending to be 
cut off on the smaller monitors. 

buy Sega's Mega Drive game system. 
You said that a Mega Drive cartridge 
would be too big to fit in the Genesis 
cartridge slot. Would the opposite 
also be true? Would there be any 
modifications [required] if a Genesis 
game were to be used in a Mega 
Drive system? if so, what should I do? 

Grean Goblin 
Bangkok, Thailand 

A: Good question, Grean Machine, 
which provides the perfect time to 
mention that the best letter in each 
Q&A column wins the writer a Game 
Doctor Gee-Gaw Surprise Package 
(a.k.a. the GDGGSP). It's a collection 
of the pins, tee shirts, posters and 
other items which kind exhibitors at 
CES pass on to the Doc to distribute 
among his patients. Sort of like the lol¬ 
lipop the doctor used to give you if you 
behaved properly during your physical 
examination. The Gobiinman’s pack¬ 
age is already on its way and YOU 
could be next. 

Now to the more problematic issue 
of actually answering his question. 
Okay, here’s a brief rundown of the 
compatibility/non-compatibility issue 
by way of the popular Japanese and 
American sister systems: 

Genesis to Mega - U.S. carts fit both 
machine, but the Mega carts are 
slightly wider, which means to play 
them on your Genesis, you would 
have to cut away some of the plastic 
at both ends of the cartridge slot. 

Super-Famicom to Super-NES - 
There is a pair of prongs in the Ameri¬ 
can system which keep the Japanese 
carts from fitting in. We have encour¬ 
aging reports from some brave Ameri¬ 
can gamers who have removed these 
lips with pliers and are now playing 
Super-Fam games. 

The Super-Fam, on the other hand, 
has some very sturdy blockage to pre¬ 
vent the use of American games. Buy 
an adapter, it’s a lot easier. Although 
both TurboGrafx-16 and PC Engine 
game chips look identical, three of the 
pins are different. Again, use a con¬ 
verter. However, remember that some 
converters require extremely delicate 
handling, so check with your retailer. 

U.S. and Japanese GameBoys are 
seemingly identical, though the sys¬ 
tem runs a check to determine 
whether the system is American or 
Japanese, which brings up an interest¬ 
ing point. 

Some companies have begun to 
install system discretion jumpers (such 
as Rolling Thunder 2 from Namco) 
which detect any attempt to use a 
Japanese game in a U.S. system and 
a Yankee cart in a a Nipponese sys¬ 
tem. If you know what you're doing, 
you can reset the jumpers, but very 
few gamers will possess sufficient 
expertise to do so. Nonetheless, I 
suspect the word will get around. 

Q&A QUICKIES: To all those folks 
who wrote in complaining about the 
aim on their Super-NES Super Scope 
light guns, the trick is in setting the 
parameters correctly before playing. 
The system asks you to line up the 
center of the screen, upper right cor¬ 
ner, etc. Now, if you aim at the upper 

ing for the center of the screen, you’re 
going to confuse the poor thing to no 
end. So, take care in setting it up origi¬ 
nally and you shouldn’t have any prob¬ 
lems. Oh, and for all those folks who 
were alarmed by the TV ad’s claim 
that it could focus down to “a single 
pixel”, stand at ease. True, the system 
can focus on a single pixel, but soft¬ 
ware designers figured out pretty 
quickly that no one can hit a single 
pixel. The developers therefore build 
in a certain tolerance so that if you hit 
within, for example, 8-12 pixels from 
the target, the shot will still be consid¬ 
ered on cue. Some designers are 
more liberal than others, so some 
games will require greater marksman¬ 
ship. And that about wraps things up 
here at the Game Doctor’s new office. 
Hope you enjoyed this introductory 
column and remember to send all 
queries, comments and criticisms (we 
appreciate any corrections, especially 
those that aren’t overly snide) to: 

The Game Doctor (EGM) 
c/o 330 S. Decatur, Suite 152 

Las Vegas, NV 89107 
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/ NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE 

'* GENESIS™ 
i SUPER NES™ 

FANCY YOURSELF AS A GAME HACKER? 
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Just imagine, infinite lives, unlimited energy, unlimited 
power or extra fuel/ammo. Become invincible with the __ 
Action Replay Cartridge for your GENESIS™ or SUPER 

NES™ Console 
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THE BEST OF THE 1992 TOKYO TOY SHOWn~~Z 

Technosoft of Japan / Mega Drive 

THUNDER FORCE IV 

Use the rail gun to incinerate 
parts off this boss. After the 

last shot he will attack! 

Here is one big level boss! 
The ship is over three screens 

long and heavily fortified! 

After luring the ship out of the 
caverns, you can start destroy¬ 

ing the main cannons! 

_ 
NCS of Japan / Mega Drive 

GLEY LANCER 
Gley Lancer is a top secret fighter 

capable of penetrating enemy lines 
and wiping out vast forces! All they 
need is an ace pilot to command " 
fighter. Well, they found her... 

Gley Lancer has a unique menu 
select the formation that your 
options will take! There are also fit, 
weapons to collect and power-up! 

If you think you can take the prer 
sure, Gley Lancer is a must-have 
Mega Drive owners! 
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BASEBALL SO REAL 

fvety stadium is unique, with different fence 
distances, Calais and indoor at outdoor holds. 

So for the fence against a pitching machine 
with your favorite hitter in ‘Horn Hull Him.' 

RBI 4. The best just keeps getting better. 
Buy your TEN6EN games at Toys "R"Us, Kay-Bee Toys, Target, 
Babbage's, Electronics Boutique, Software Etc. and other fine 
retailers. Or call 1-8QO-2-TENGEN to order. Put yourself into a game-winning, heart¬ 

pounding "Game Breakers" situation. 
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Vises (Same Gloves 

Hudson Soft of Japan / 
PC Engine 

BOMBERMAN '93 
Bomberman '93 has all of the 

action packed puzzle gaming 
you can handle! Included is a 
five simultaneous player option 
and incredibly good graphics! 

spots to blow away enemies, 
uncover power-ups and find the 
exit to the next level. Collect 
items to expand your explosions 
and give you invincibility! It's a 

Try to place the bombs in a 
strategic pattern to blow away 

your enemies! 

b» Champion 

Padded Thumb For Enhanced Video Game Play 
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CSK of Japan / Mega CD-ROM 

AFTERBURNER III 

Sega of Japan / Mega Drive 

NINJA GAIDEN IV 
Ryu Hyabusa is back in this, the fourth 

Ninja Gaiden game. While strongly 
resembling the original arcade game 
(even more so than the Lynx version) Ryu 
now has powers and moves never before 
seen in a home version. The character is 
huge, as are the enemies he must face. 
Spectacular parallax scrolling and smooth 
fluid movements all add up to the best 
version of this game yet! Now, if only 
SOA can bring it out over herel 
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)bu’ll take on enemy tanks, helicopters, and SCUD 
War in the Gulf performs brilliantly on the launchers, and experience searing sound effects and spectacu¬ 

lar digitized graphics that will make you feel you’re right at the 

One of the most realistic, authentic military games ever created, 
Super Battletank puts you, an Allied Forces tank commander, And coming soon: Super Battletank on the Sega™ 
in charge of the devastatingly powerful M1A1 battletank, Genesis™! 
armored warfare champion of Operation Desert Storm. Designed by Garry Kitchen and Alex DeMeo. 

11(14 



Takara of Japan / Super Famitom 

FATAL FURY 

NCS of Japan / Super CD-ROM 

RANMA 1/2 

IS 



(Nintendo) 

your 
Ph.DinRPG. 
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REVIEW CREW • NEXT WAVE • TRICKS • MAF 
TERNATIONAL • GAMING GOSSIP • FACT-FILE! 

BECOME A 
VIDEO CAME 

u I p in 
m 9 

Each big full-color issue of ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY is packed with exclusive 
information on new gaming developments, 
insider gossip, previews of upcoming titles 
and cart reviews you can trust! 

EGM is also loaded with special pull-out 
strategy guides to your favorite games, 
trading cards, as well as super secrets and 
maps, guaranteed to send your scores 
soaring, that you won't find anywhere else! 

You get all this action and more in full color 
throughout! Be the first to get EGM each 
month by ordering your subscription today! 

THE BIGGEST AND BEST VIDEO GAME 
MAG GIVES VOU ALL THIS AND MORE! 

• ElffST NFUIC DC MOT r.flMFCI 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

EGM TODAY!!! 
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IMN CONTROL 
is proud to sponsor 

EGM's Tricks of the Trade. 



GET A 
" lets you revive the investment you have in your NES™ games now, 

et you can expand iXMMDL to work on the 16-Bit Super NES™ when you trade up. 

Zanac is Copyright and Trademark of FCI, Bati 



ECM'S SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 



Feel the Power. 
Experience the Nagle! 

Join the Sammy Club! ► Catch the hottest game lips and sneak previews NOW! 
Join the Sammy Chib for FREE and be eligible to win 

American Sammy Corporation 
2421 205fh St. STTD-104* Torrance, CA 90501 

or those who choose to brave 
dark, foreboding dungeons, unravel 
riddles as ancient as time, and clash 
with sword and magic against 
hideous beasts and tactful villains... 

Welcome to the land of Varn! 

rnr2qg/c 

ead your party of hand-picked 
adventurers into this enchanted 
world! From the beast-ridden caverns 
of the underworld, to the majestic 
castles of the land, you'll travel in 
search of clues to unlock the 
Secret of the Inner Sanctum! 
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Catch the hottest Treco news, game tips, sneak previews, and more FREE! Also, be eligible 
to win Limited Edition Fighting Masters™ Collectors Cards by mailing this coupon to: 

Treco, USA • 2421 205th St. STE D-204 • Torrance, CA 90501 



KRUSTY'S SUPER FUNHOUSE 
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“Come in agent Rosetti... we need your talents 
for a dangerous mission: Beat the five most 
notorious mobsters of all time at their own game, 
High Stakes Gambling.” You’ll be trained, as agent 
Rosetti, in the practice mode with blackjack, 
slots, video poker, draw poker and, craps. 
Descend into the gambling houses of the 1920’s 
and 30’s to outplay the crimelords at blackjack, 
slots, video poker and, draw poker. Use Shady, the 
back alley bandit to obtain cheat items. “Take 
charge Rosetti, give ole’ lady luck a chance.” 

GAMBLING 
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HOW tO 
get 
more 
action 
and 
adventure 
without 
breaking 
your 
piggy 
bank 

Presenting the 
"Super Jo-Jo" 
The one 
and only 
joystick 
you'll 
ever need 
The Super Jo-Jo is a 
joystick compatible with Super Nintendo 
and Sega 16-Bit entertainment systems by 
a special connecting cable. The Super Jo-Jo 
features standard game paddle controls, slow and turbo modes, and a palm resi 
better playing comfort. Test drive a Super Jo-Jo. You'll never want to let go. 

earphones, a set of rechargeable 
batteries and Alston's guarantee against 
product defects. And priced at 

$69.95 Gamatei 
deal you'll want to grab. 
To order your Gamate, 
call the Alston 



Special free game to Join The Alston Club 
keep you smiling now! 

1-800-777-7297 
/1LSI0N 

Games Galore 

515.95, 
per 
cartiridge 
not a Penny More 



SNK 
iriivc of me 
MONSTERS 2 

The long-awaited sequel to King of 
the Monsters is finally in arcades! 
King of the Monsters 2 by SNK is a 
new and improved version of the 
arcade smash, featuring new char- 

ly amusing special attacks. 
You must do battle with some of 

by the eyes of mortals! Your assault 
on the aliens takes you to some of 
the most exotic places in the world. 
You will encounter enemies in the 
streets of France, in the desert and 
even 3,000 feet below the surface of 
the ocean! 

Prepare for attack with King of the 
Monsters 2. It's the battle of the big 
guys, with power and punch to 
spare! Try to watch out for the little 
humans! 

mnm 
TAITO 
WARRIOR BLADE 

Use all the weapons at your dis¬ 
posal to rid the kingdom of evil. 
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Jennifer Capriati Tennis 
A and Genesis. 

AGreat 
Match. 

taken her a long way in many top wt 
tournaments. This year holds even n 
opportunities for Jennifer, and she’s 
only 16! 



CAPCOM 
VARTH: OPERATION 
THUNDERSTORM 

Here is a game that will positively 
blow your mind. Varth: Operation 
Thunderstorm by Capcom is like 
nothing you have ever seen before! 

Pilot an advanced gunship capa¬ 
ble of using high-tech weapons and 
do incredible aerial acrobatics! 

Try to pick up power-up items to 
increase your already massive arse¬ 
nal. The weaponry in this game is 
extensive and powerful! 

If you enjoy a shooter with top- 
notch graphics and game play, 
check out your local arcades for this 
new quarter muncher and take a 
shot at Varth: Operation Thunder¬ 
storm, you won't be disappointed! 

Massive enemy aircraft will try to 
hinder your progress. Try to avoid 

their attacks! 

directional turrets are deadly. 

Whoa! Do your best to destroy 
this colossal cannon by using 
whatever means are available! 
The game play is further height¬ 
ened when adding another player 
to help you through the tough 
spots. The additional firepower 
will enable you to attack more 
effectively. Two guns are better 

SIGMA & TAIYO JIDOKI 
TOP SHOOTING 

The targets will pop out from 
everywhere to test your reflexes! 
Accuracy is crucial in elevating 
your score, so keep your cool! 

Cool graphics, realistic back¬ 
grounds and awesome sounds 
keep you "sweating bullets!" Try 
not to waste your ammunition, 
because you may run out! Also, 
keep an eye on the time! 
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GET READY FOR THE SLIME OF YOU! 

Somewhere in the deipest spa^of the fiamma Mu Eta systemic a planet nc 
one knows to be Jive or dead. Resurface appears to'be moving,®t not like 
oceans, according to,displacement readings and photos from a probe nearby, 

, WhatwiysterieSTareJield by this big green glob in the middle of space? 

This question and others have been left in the somewhat capable hands of spsc 
jockeys Todd and Rooney. The administration supplies them with everytfflf 
they need to plot and document Slime Planet. Our heroes hop onto their own 
Slime WorijtExpress, headed for danger, excitement and maybe even-death. 



Star II and Wren from Phantasy 
Star III. 

The quest is set in a futuristic 
setting in the year 2284, similar to 
Star II. You will adventure across 
new planets and meet up with 

Solve the mystery and stop Dark 
Force before he gains control over 
the world! 

Phantasy Star II was the first 6- 
Meg cart released for the Gene¬ 
sis! The superb graphics and 
futuristic setting were unmatched. 

When Phantasy Star III came 
out as 8-Meg, it meant a game 
with seven worlds to explore 
and plenty of action! 



It's so fast, it'll make your teeth rattle. So intense it'll make your toes curl. So action- 
packed, you'll go rocketing, blasting, and splashing your way through 8 stages in 
Thunder Spirits™, the Super NES™ Action/Arcade classic. It may take facing horrific 3-D 

' -level scrolling.lt may take a will of iron & nerves 
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STREETS OF RAGE II 
Sega / Genesis 
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Don't Laugh-He's Probably Related to You! 
Long before there was o Bedrock, there was a Chuck Rock. 
But Chuck Rock hasn't been the same since his long-time rival in love, tl 
kidnapped his wife, the luscious Ophelia. 
Kick, throw rocks and belly-butt your way through a variety of comical; 
over 500 exciting screens of gameplay as you help Chuck in his quest t 
from the evil Gary Gritter. 
In addition to using good old-fashioned brute force on a host of stone-age critters,y 
have to use a little CroMagnon grey matter to solve puzzles as you weave your way 
through five challenging levels including a scary cave, an Ice Age, a hazardous watt 

!, the evil Gary Gritter 







THE BEST COMBAT FLIGHT 
SIMULATOR ON GAME BOYISN’T 

A MOVIE LICENSE... 



GREENDOG 

...IT’S JUST THE BEST. 

CIRCLE #151 ON READER SERVICE ( 





is so real... * 
the fish jumping!” 

Let’s go fishin’ for 

King Salmon now! 
Any time, any season, Sage’s Creation has your 
license for fun, and the trophy catch is King 
Salmon. In this realistic angling simulation you 

need to be crafty, cunning, and patient. These 
salmon aren’t dubbed king for nothing. They’ll 
fight to the death, and if your not good you’ll 

never land a catch. 

Bait your own hook. 
Enjoy fishing the great northwest, from Alaska 
to Vancouver, in rivers or on the sea. Open your 
tackle box and set your rig. A spoon, spinner, 

plug or live herring. What’s going to work today? 
Whether you bring home a whopper of a catch or 
a whopper of a story, it’s all your choice! 

Fun in the Sun, or choose the 

Heat of Competition! 
A kick back day of fishing, with a friend or two in 
the beauty of the outdoors, or the heavy 

Get your fishin’ license. 
King Salmon is a new sportfishing game 
that’s coming to your Sega k 

Genesis" system. Get hooked on flAk. 
King Salmon while the King’s are 
still running. 

It’s a mega hit, 

and sinker! 

msRGE’sm 
CRERIION 



GENESIS 

GOES SUPER 

SONIC AGAIN! 
The world's fastest video game 

character is back and he's even 
faster than ever! Sonic made his 
debut last year on the Genesis and 
took the video game world by 
storm. The little blue hedgehog, 
capable of mind-blowing speeds 
and incredible moves, sent Gene¬ 
sis to the top of the video game 
market. Sonic even won the covet¬ 
ed title of Video Game of the Year 
by none other than Electronic 
Gaming Monthly. Now, the same 
development team that created the 
first blockbuster cart is working on 
the sequel. This cart promises to 
have even more action, enemies 
and levels. Sonic's maximum 
speed will be even higher than the 
first cart. One of the main features 
of this new cart is the addition of a 
character known as Tails. Tails is a 
little fox with two tails. He likes to 
mimic all of Sonic's moves. He 
doesn't quite have Sonic's speed, 

quick. He may even be faster than 
Sonic someday! The great part 
about Tails is that he brings the 
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Here are a few of the fantastic 
intermissions for the Sonic 2 CD that 
Sega showed at the Summer CES in 
Chicago. The Sega CD version is 
said to be almost identical to the 
cart, but features CD quality music 
tracks, sound effects and excellent 
cartoon-like intermissions. These 
screens are from a demo and may 
not appear in the final Sega CD ver¬ 
sion of Sonic 2. 

play is much faster than the first ai 
there are loops and springboards 
throughout the game's weird and 

^IMb wacky levels. Look f 
this hot cart during the 

^B^tWchristmas shopping 

Sonic is also making a second 
appearance on the Game Gear. 
Now, you can bring Sonic's new 
adventure wherever you go. This 
second cart will feature more rings 
to collect, animal friends to rescue 
and different ways to play. < 
Some of the levels feature Sonic ^ 
hang gliding through the skies and 
others have him racing rail carts in 
underground tunnels. The game 
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Welcome to Taz-Mania™ home of 

the hit cartoon series. Now, it’s the 

hottest new game on Sega™Genesis!' 

And lots of your favorite characters 

are there. Like Taz. Bull Gator. The Bush Rats. 

Francis X. Bushlad. And Axl. 

Our hero, Taz, is always hungry. 

But in this game, his dinner’s been hidden way 

across the island. And you have to take him for a 

spin to find it. 

Just be warned. Play Taz-Mania once, and 

you’ll always be hungry for more. 

Leading the 16-bit revolution! 1 READER SERVICE CARD. 



These underground moles are 
both blind and stupid! However, 
they like to throw rocks for fun! 

Crack open the boxes to find new 
weapons or health re-generators! 

That lava looks pretty hot! 

Stage two is set high in the trees, 
where gnomes and trolls attack 

from every angle! 

The sewer woman wields a mace 
that can knock you senseless! 

Use low swings to polish her off! 

Egads! It looks as if the nursery 
fed this baby some 'roids! He will 

Yowl This dude looks like a 
human, but when you hack off his 

head he reveals his true form! 
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<=VIEW CREW • COMING ATTRACTIONS • MEC 
/RICKS • INTERNATIONAL • STRATEGIES • MEI 

THE #1 ALL-SEGA VIDEO GAME MAGAZINE 

I WANT MEGA PLAY! 

ise include $19.95 for your subscription and mail I 
lega Play, P. O. Box 7535, Red Oak, IA 51591-0535 

Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Sega Master System, Game 
Gear, Mega CD and Genesis! 
Introducing Mega Play, the 
first full-color publication 
with all the tips, tricks, 
reviews and previews a Sega 
fan could ever want! Each bi¬ 
monthly issue is packed with 
behind the scenes info and 
photo-spreads of the latest 
8-Bit and 16-Bit sensations. 
And since it is from the 
editors of EGM, you know 
Mega Play is a magazine you 
can trust! To get the most 
out of your Sega system, 
you NEED Mega Play! 





NINTENDO SUPER NES 
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MEGA-LEVELS! 
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UVD. FOUR 
If this level doesn't make you slok, 

nothing will. The entire background 
seems liquefied as it sways back 
and forth, utilizing a wave scrolling 
capability unique only to the Super 
Nes. This could be one of the best 
levels in the game! 

uvd. six 
Level six is the second of the 

short levels. Here, the object is to 
simply destroy everything in sight! 
You'll score huge points if you 
accomplish this. There are also 
plenty of power-up items and free 
guys hidden in this level. 

MEGA-WEAPONS! 
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"Use the Force, 
Luke!" 

Fifteen years ago (yes, fifteen!! we 
watched the adventures of Luke Sky- 
walker, who, after receiving a dis¬ 
tress call from a beautiful princess, 
was catapulted into an adventure of 
almost mythic proportions. 

After more than a decade, we are 
still enthralled with the Star Wars 
saga. LucasArts' Super Star Wars* 
mirrors the fascination that is still 
present whenever we see the 
movies. This is a game that plays 

Super Star Wars* makes abundant 
use of the SNES's Mode 7 capabili¬ 
ties, with plenty of scaling and rota¬ 
tion - the effects of which will defi¬ 
nitely make you dizzy! 

The game play is flawless. Luke 
can use a variety of moves such as 
jumps, flips and various fighting 
attacks. You can use Luke's blaster 
to get him out of some sticky situa¬ 
tions. Of course, he can also use his 
light saber! 

Luke encounters many strange 
creatures in his quest to rid the 
galaxy of the evil Empire. In addition, 
there are bosses at the end of each 
level that are guaranteed to reduce 
your life expectancy! 

Look for Super Star Wars* by 
LucasArts Games. Fight hard, and 
"may the Force be with you!" 

Get into the cockpit of your very 
own X-Wing and save the galaxy 

from the threat of the Empire! 

Inside the Death Star, you must 
be on guard against attacks by 

the Empire's stormtroopers. 

While in the trash compactor, be 
wary of attacks by trash monsters 
that feed on the Empire's 
garbage! 

Your main adversaries are the 
stormtroopers, who are highly 
trained and very dangerous. 
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THE ULTMATE BASEBAU B 
HUTS PACKED Will SO 
HD RINKS, MS 
FMUYlffllil -- 

ifclJSd "SSL-J 

.ULiai^l: 



:CM EXCLUSH 

You'll have to stay light on your 
webbed feet if you plan to be a 

big toad in this pond! 

Be careful! Do not get blown into 
the spikes on the wall. This game 

is FANtastic! 

Do not back down. Retaliate with 
a big, wet, frog slap in the kisser! 

Now who's in charge? 
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cbe 
peveRCRee 
The Nevertree is the home and 

Ihaven for the group of young known 
las the Lost Boys. As Peter Pan, you 
too had frolicked in its safe limbs. 

I Now, however, you are grown up, 
land the Lost do not believe who you j 
lare. They decide to put you to the 
test: you must battle your way to 

[ Rufio, and fight for the Golden Pan 
Sword! 

I Rufio is a skilled fighter and truly j 
(deserves the mantle of leader, but 
you are the Pan, and no one can ! 
defeat you! Besides, you need 

IRufio's help and respect if you want 
[to save your children, Maggie and 
Lack. Look for the 3up loop near the j 
[end of the level. Stock up on lives 
| before you head on to fight Rufio for 
the sword. Here's a clue, you can 

[only reach the 3up with Tinkerbell's 
pixie dust for flight... 

Sony Imagesoft 



neveRlAPO 

FOResc 
I Did you stock up on lives first? 
|You should hope so when you travel 
■this forest level. The forest is pa- 
Itrolled by pirates from start to finish. 
iThey won't leave their posts, though, 
Iso you can avoid most of the dan- 
Igerous spots. If you get caught 
Ibetween arrow-toting pirates, don't 

[right out of the air if you are fast 
lenough. Your biggest threat will be 
Ithe numerous bee hives, bats, and 
[bottomless pits. 
I If you do decide to take a danger- 
lous route through the forest, you 

Ipirates. Some pirates even carry 
|l ups! Always look for cherries ani 
lapples as you travel, and, most 
limportantly, search for the Life 
Leaves. You must have them all t 
Idefeat Captain James Hook! 



The belly-bash technique requires 
a lot of timing or you'll miss and 
be trounced! Chuck's range isn't 
very good, but he can pack quite 

a wallop this way! 

Chuck really doesn't like to swim 
because of its similarity to 
bathing. Still, Ophelia is his 
woman, and there is nothing 
Chuck won't do to save her! 

Chuck's favorite technique is 
rock-tossing. This is a long range 

attack, and can be particularly 
deadly to prehistoric animals. 

They also set off traps! 

Chuck never learned what odor- 
eaters were, so his jump kick is 
feared throughout the land. One 

quick swipe of his deadly digits is 
enough to knock most foes out! 

ROCK -N- ROLL! 
Chuck isn't your ordinary run-of- I 

Ithe-mill caveman. He has a beautiful 
wife named Ophelia, who loves to 
do nothing more than her usual bor- I 

ling chores. Gary Gritter is a pebble- 1 
Ichewing, wife-snatching caveman, 

and one day, he kidnapped Ophelia! i 
• Meanwhile, Chuck was busy watch- 
ling television. Once he noticed 

Ophelia's disappearance, Chuck I 
made a quick search for some clucs.l 

I With nothing but his beer-beily bash,! 
I rock-tossing torso, and his deadly 
size 14 feet (phew!), Chuck set out , 

Ifor the greatest adventure of his life. I 
As Chuck, you get to follow the 

[humorous happenings of the most 
lunorthodox hero ever! Chuck can do I 
[many things like walk, jump, swim, 1 
[pick up and throw rocks, belly-bash 
enemies, and use a powerful jump- 

ling odor kick. Throughout all 25 dan-| 
gerous areas. Chuck will be faced I 

Just how do you use that boulder sit-| 
[ting over there? Is it really safe to I 
walk underneath a large dinosaur? | 
Prepare to find out! Only Chuck 
Rock can save Ophelia! 

THESE WfiCKY ANIMALS ARE HERE TO HELP YOU! 

ALLIGATOR SNAKE FROG MASTODON TUSK 
CATAPULT BRIDGE SPRING SHOOTER ELEVATOR 
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soRceRy! 
Shadax, the great wizard of Sol¬ 

stice, had defeated Melkior five 
Syears ago, and ever since, Galado- 1 
■ nia prospered in peace. Glendaal, 
the son of Shadax and Princess 
Elanor, did not appear to possess 
any qualities of a great wizard. Thus. r 
Shadax left Galadonia to tutor a 
young girl from the north with strong 

j magical powers. Giendaal continued 
{his studies hoping that he would 
become a master magician. 

One evening, Giendaal was star¬ 
ring out at the evening skies when a 
massive magical storm rolled in from | 
the north of such magnitude that it 
rivaled Melkior's evil power. The 
next morning, Giendaal awoke to a I 
horrible sight: the entire town had 
been transformed into rubble, and 
the villagers mutated into zombies 

land demons! Fearing the worst, j 
Giendaal set out to search for his j 
father... 

Equinox is a 3-dimensional game 
that takes the player through eight \ 
intense dungeons filled with traps, 
money, monsters, and items. As the 

■player progresses, he can learn new 
spells, pick up new weapons, and I 
increase his stamina. Equinox 
involves two main areas: the over- 

jworld and the dungeon perspective. 
In the overworld, you can rotate the 
map and move forward to the area 

tokens that will let you finish the 
level. All perspectives are in 3-D, 5 
with brilliant colors and sharp graph¬ 
ics. Add the digital soundtrack, and j 
you've got a game that can blast 

[past the rest! 

Sony Imagesoft 





DUMMY! 
Jerry was a fine young prince in 

the land of Kyliria, a place of peace 
and prosperity. His father, King Goe-| 

Jeffrey, will soon pass the crown to 
Jerry, but his younger brother Tom jj 
is jealous. Tom hires the Black Wiz- 

lard to place a curse on Jerry and 
steal his new bride, Wendy. Now 
Jerry is trapped in the form of a 

. small blue ball, with nothing left of | 
his humanity except his intelligence. 

I In this grand Super NES adven¬ 
ture, you play the part of Jerry, a a 

[ Smart ball capable of many things. In j 
this form, Jerry can move, stretch, 
flatten, jump, swim, collect objects, i 
throw balls, and climb steep walls I 
and ceilings. Along the way, Jerry 
can find seeds to create a vine that 
will take Jerry to new and exciting j 
heights. Throughout the game, Jerry 
will only be able to access certain 
areas by squeezing down narrow 

[pipes. By utilizing these passage¬ 
ways and all of the formidable power 
ups scattered here and there, Jerry 
might just be able to rescue Wendy ' 
and defeat the Black Wizard! 

Some of the special items in Smart 
[Ball are found in hard to reach 
j places. Sometimes a seed or ledge 
t is needed to jump to an important [ 

item. Most items, like life containers 
and red balls, are found in the Eter¬ 
nal Flowers. These plants are the j 
key to Jerry's quest! Play ball! 

Sony Imagesoft 





BATTER UP! 
For the past ten years, game com-1 

Ipanies have been attempting to 
’I make the dream baseball game of 
the decade, but somehow, each title I 

Ihas fallen short of the mark. Now, j 
(with the highly advanced 16-bit tech- 
Inology at their fingertips, Sony 
sj Imagesoft has created the ultimate j 
baseball simulator, Extra Innings for 
the Super Nintendo Entertainment 1 

jSystem! This powerhouse baseball 
game incorporates a full range of 12 
standard teams, plus two that you I 

lean create yourself. Every player I 
has real statistics that affect the way 
he plays on offense and defense. 

ISome players are outright power-hit- 

Don't lead off too far, or you will 
be picked off by a quick pitcher! 

ters, some are base-stealers, others 
|are all-around players who can't 
jseem to do anything wrong. 
>; Extra Innings has the largest num¬ 
ber of options available for a base- 

Iball game. You can choose from 
three fields: the Air Dome, a stadium j 
jwith high winds; the Midsize Park, a ! 

1 smaller stadium known for the num- I 
Iber of homeruns it surrenders; and 
;the Huge Stadium, a large stadium I 
where fielding is the key to victory. 

lYour players are divided into three 
Igroups: Starters, Bench, and Farm. 
Farm players cannot play during the j 

jgame, but they can be moved to the 
Ebench for other games. Pick your 
starters carefully from the Starters 
and Bench. The player condition | 

symbols tell the story about a play- I 
■er's playability. 

When you are on the field, your I 
H options are still numerous. On 
£ defense, you can make diving and 

jumping catches, throw 5 different j 
■pitches, pick off base runners, and j 
■substitute players. On offense, you ] 
■can hit, bunt, steal a base, hold base) 

runners, lead off, and select a pinch I 
■ hitter! One interesting option for the 

defense is to make the pitcher wipe j 
■his brow. This normally signifies a I 
■tired pitcher, but can be done manu- f 
■ally to fool the batter. Few baseball : 

games have any strategy involved, ] 
but this type of flexibility will certainly j 

■drive many games into Extra 
Innings! 

a 

The outfield can be set to auto¬ 
matic play for better fielding. 
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HOOK ON THE FLY! 
Now you can relive Peter Pan's 

grown up adventure portable style! 
Styled after the Nintendo Entertain¬ 
ment System version, Hook is per¬ 
fect on the Game Boy. Search 
throughout Neverland for the items 
and clues necessary for Peter to 
defeat Captain Hook and rescue his 
ichildren. Your old friend Tinkerbell is 
still around, ready to give advice and 

SAVE THE CHILDREN! 

Sony Imagesoft 



6000 US' COLO! 



SPECIAL TREASURE! 
Receive a FREE Hook soundtrack 

GET HOOKED! 

SONY 



hot HKX-H^Y 
At Last! 

supercarts at your 
favorite store. 

Dragon Warrior III: 
Your quest for the premier 
RPG ends where the Legend 
of Erdrick begins. The long- 
awaited Episode Three 
features a choice of 
partners, weapons and 
spells enough to make even 
Merlin the Magician work up 
a sweat. Try your hand at 
the RPG that shook Japan. 

ActRaiser: 
The game that’s topped the 
charts for Super NES. You 
are the master. Direct your 
angel to form civilization as 
you know it while battling a 
bevy of bogus beasts. Rated 
best 1991 video game for 
action, strategy and music. 

(Nintendo) 
EnTERTRinmEnT 

SUPER AcRase 
Nintendo 

EnTERTRinmEnT 

}N READER SERVICE CARD. 



MEG ACTION 50% 

With flying fists, Sonic Blast Man 
can give rapid punches to even 

the largest enemies. 

DYNRMITE!! 
Could this be the new hero of the 

90's? Sonic Blast Man comes at you 
with his super-powered boxing 
gloves to take on evil wherever it 
lurks! Included in this romp and 
stomp are many moves that our 
hero can execute. Powered-up 
punches, body throws, shaking your 

of the attacks available to you. 
Encounter numerous enemies 

including thugs, dangerous women, 
ghosts and mechanized warriors! 
Fight up to the bonus stage, and you 
will have to save an innocent 
bystander from a mean menace. 
Earn plenty o' points! Vivid descrip¬ 
tions are plentiful throughout this 
game, and they give it a comic 
Super Hero feel. Whether walking 
through the streets or buildings, 
trouble will find you! With multiple 
stages of unstoppable action, this 
game will literally be a smash hit! 
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T error comes to the Sega Genesis in Namco's 
stomach turning sequel to the smash hit 
Splatterhouse. That's right, lock your doors. 
Splatterhouse 2 is raging. Rick's buffed, bad, 
and back. Ready to trash anything to save his 
girlfriend Jennifer. Love is never pretty. 

E #140 ON READER SERVIciiCARD i 



NINTENDO SUPER NES 
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**“*''’ 27 NBA All-Stars in the backboard 
W shattering sequel to the best in NBA Game Boy 
- hoops, ln-the-lane or from-the-corner, the hottest, w 

all-new roundball action explodes with Clyde Drexler, T 
Dominique Wilkins, Chris Mullin, Hakeem Olajuwon, 

Dikembe Mutombo, and more! J 

Hit the hardwood with 6 blistering ways to play, including: 
Rock The Rim Slam Dunk • Beat The Clock 3-Point Shoot Out 
• Outrageous Over The Shoulder Foul Shooting • One on One 

• Accuracy Showdown • NBA All-Star Tournament 



NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

( MARVELOUS MOVES WITH AWESOME ARSENALS \ 

toe und Mae attack// 

The two cave dudes with an atti¬ 
tude are back in 8-Bit form on the 
NES! With them are the Neanderthal 
knuckleheads that have stolen the 
cave women! To get them back, you 
must go it alone as either Joe or 
Mac. On your way, there will be 
many obstacles to overcome. The 
levels include tons of pterodactyls, 
moving bushes, rolling rocks, baby 
dinos and incredible bosses. In fact, 
there are two bosses for each level! 
While running through each stage, 
you can use your weapon to get rid 
of any foes that may be unfortunate 

MODERATE 

ACTION 
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NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

CLIMB INTO THE 
RING! 

Are you ready to face the battle in 
the steel cage? If so, WrestleMania® 
Steel Cage Challenge" is here for 
the NES! 

You can control a half dozen of the 
greatest wrestlers ever! Pick from 
the likes of “Rowdy" Roddy Piper", 
Jake “The Snake" Roberts" and, of 

Select exactly the kind of match 
you want. You decide whether it is a 
two-player bout or a match against 
the computer! You can play a tag- 
team game or just an ordinary head- 
to-head battle. For real wrestling 
excitement, you can battle it out in a 
steel cage where your only hopes 
are your strength and wits! 

Check out WrestleMania® Steel 
Cage Challenge™ and perform a fly¬ 
ing body block in your own living 
room! This game will have you 
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• 1 or 2 players. 
• Superior graphics. 
• Coaching mode. 
• Password tor continue action. 
• 12 teams. 

• 1 or 2 players. 
• 28 official NFL teams. 

• 4 run plays / 4 pass plays. 
• Team stats and data. 
• Create your own pro bowl. 
• Coach mode. 
• Save game results. 

TECMO 
GAMES, 

HARD TO 
BEAT! 

• 1 or 2 players. 
• 12 pro teams. 
• Run plays / pass plays. 
• Coach mode. 
• Password continuation. 

CIRCLE #123 ON READER SERVICE ( TGCmO 18005 S. Adria Maru Lane, Carson, CA 90746 
TEL: (310)329-5880 • FAX: (310)329-6134 



SEGA GENESIS 

If you are one of those people 
who cannot get enough McDon¬ 
ald's ads, this game will satisfy! 

Slime covers the first level of 
Global Gladiators". Disperse the 
slime monsters with your gun! 

McDonald's and Virgin have come 
together to bring us Mick and 
Mack", the Global Gladiators"! 

They fight gook and gunk any¬ 
where it might linger, from the jungle 
to the city or the forest to the antarc¬ 
tic. With your help, Mick and Mack 
will clean up the world! You even get 
a chance to test your recycling 

You start in the jungle fighting 
slime creatures, and then move into 
the forest where you battle spitting 
squirrels, walking axes and other 
bizarre creatures. This leads you to 
the toxic city where fireballs roam 
the half-completed building sights 
looking to fry any careless gladia¬ 
tors. Then, its off to the arctic zone 
where paths of ice and snow are 
slick and dangerous - but someone 
has to clean up the oil spills! 

Mick and Mack” , the Global Gladi¬ 
ators" , are sure to be a big hit 
among the younger crowd. Clean up 
your act with Mick and Mack"! 

You will get an awesome view of 
the forest and good points if you 
take time to climb the trees! 

This is the toxic city level where 
you must put out fires and tra¬ 
verse steel beam pathways! 

In the city, you will find conveyor 
belts. They are only dangerous to 
the unobservant. 
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SEGA GENESIS 

SORE OF THE UERPOTIS 
HOUR RRSEHRL! 

FLYING EDGE 

8 MEG 

"TOTAL CARNAGE! 
I LOVE IT!" 

You heard it right, folks! The 
famous arcade game that combined 
winning prizes and slaughtering 
thousands of creatures is about to 
make it's way to the homes of all 
Genesis owners! It is far into the 
future, and the most popular form of 
entertainment is the game show 
Smash TV, where the contestants 
win incredible prizes or lose their 

Similar to the NES version, you 
may fashion the controls so that you 
can have two controllers for multi¬ 
directional firing and running, or 
modify the buttons to have a form of 
combo attack. All of the classic voic¬ 
es are here frpm the arcade, from 

painful sounds caused 
by the exploding 

mines! Good 
luck, You'll need it! 
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an awesome piayirjg new or 
sorcerers, skeletal /uiadeads ] 

Score hundreds opmfjfdns* 

Si^ Etenus levels ffflpl'‘with 
as:ons. bat®, live skulls and 



SEGA GENESIS 

PLAY ON A VARIETY OF SURFACES 
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Get ready for the ultimate video game contest - 
only from EGM! Each month, we will be giving away 
one copy of each of the games profiled in our Fact 
File columns! To enter, simply detach the reader sur¬ 
vey card, answer the questions and mark which sys¬ 
tem^) you own. We will then award one lucky win¬ 
ner a copy of all of the games contained in our Fact 
File section for the system indicated in question 
three! It is that easy, so act fast! The deadline for 
entering for our August games is September 1! 

The following companies are contributing to this contest: Capcom, Toho, Lucas Arts, T.T.I., 
Tradewest, Acclaim, Taito, Takara, Sega, Virgin, Data East, Flying Edge, Renovation, SNK, 

Nintendo, FCI, Atari and US Gold. 

ENTERING IS EASY: 
1) Fill out the Reader Service Card. 
2) Answer the Survey Questions and 

Pick the Systems that You Own. 
3) Mail your Readers Service Card to: 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 
P.0. Box 8965 
Boulder, CO 80328-8965 

Winners will be listed in the Oct* EGM! Kmdom'drawlng^'lhe'decfslon'of Ihe'^ie^es^fhial8 
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THE WINNER AND STILL CHAMPION 
Why fool around with pretenders 

when you can have the champ? ^ 

Since 1990, Light Boy has 

punched the lights out of any 

would-be contender. No wonder. 

Light Boy is the only product licensed 

by Nintendo that brings light and 

magnification to the Game Boy, 

and comes with batteries and 

replaceable lights. Don't pull 

your punches when it comes to 

doing what's best for your Game Boy; 

there's only one champion. Light Boy. 



. 
TURBOGRAFX CD-ROM 

MONSTERS GALORE! HOW TO START BREAKING THE BRIDGES! 



TURBOGRAFX-16 



ME OF THE MOST ENJOYABLE 



Despite what people say, you can take it 
with you. That's because Turbo Express 
gives you 16-bit graphics with the 

same brilliant color, the same 
six-channel sound, the same 
intense game play, and best of 

TurboChip games you use on the 
TurboGrafx-16 home system. Now you 
can have the take-it-anywhere 
convenience of the Turbo Express 
with all its cool features for $199.99 
and your choice of four great games 
FREE, a $99.99 value. Choose any four 
ofthe following six games: Packland, 
Victory Run, Alien Crush, Fantasy Zone, 
Vigilante, Power GojfoS&Ji 
matter where you may 
have to 'go ', make sure you 
have Turbo Express. 



FIT FOR A KING! 
SNK has just outdone themselves 

with the release of the sequel to the 
hit game, King of the Monsters. King 
of the Monsters 2 packs all the 
action and excitement of the old 
game times two! There are new 
characters to choose from, each 
having an array of fighting tech¬ 
niques as well as plenty of special 
moves that can be performed with 
certain joystick combinations. You 
must battle your way through seven 

the last boss to be crowned king of 
the monsters. After completing a 
certain number of levels, you will be 
rewarded with a bonus stage. In the 
bonus stage, you must defeat a fel¬ 
low monster by knocking him over a 
ledge. All this and more is coming 
for your NEO GEO system! 

SNK NEO GEO 
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LEVEL ONE: AMERICAN CITY 

LEVEL TWO: FRENCH CITY 

KMVEL WSWEs JzVLANVLC t>Cl£AK 
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WIMBLEDON 
TENNIS 

SHOW-OFF THAT 
BACKHAND! 

Throughout the years, Wimbledon 

tennis. Now, it is your turn! Wimble¬ 
don Tennis is the latest Game Gear 
cart from the folks at Sega, and it 
has all the marks of a winner! 

Select a player from a dozen of 
the world's best. Each player has his 
own strengths and weaknesses. You 
can even customize your own player 
to best fit your abilities! Plus, the 
court surface can be adjusted to 
your liking. 

For fast, hard-hitting tennis action, 
hit the court with Wimbledon Tennis 
coming in August. Serve and volley 

Defeat is always tough to take. 
The reactions from the players 

are hilarious! 

* 

Play the net to make your oppo¬ 
nent run for he ball. Then, when 
he is vulnerable, smack the ball to 
where he cannot reach it! 

In the Tour Mode, you distribute 
power points to different areas, 

which increases your ability. 

You get to select the court sur¬ 
face that is best for your individ¬ 

ual playing style. 

Use Mode Select to play different 
games. In the Tour Mode, you 
must defeat all of the challengers 
in the Pro Tennis Circuit. 

£ 

* 
: 

X ~ .^ ^ ^ • 
In order to beat all of your oppo¬ 
nents, you must first master the 
serve. If you serve the ball right, 
you may score more points! 

_£___ 
Doubles matches are a blast! 

The action really heats up! 

► 111 

8 - £il 

■'IIJJHHU'M 

SEGA GAME GEAR AVERAGE AUGUST 

1 MEG N/A SPORTS 100% 
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SEGA GAME GEAR 

To easily defeat the 
Doc, you must first 
web him; then, hit 
him upside the 
head with a punch! 

THE LIZARD 

■ie is one fast cus- Itomer, but all you 
need to do is web 
him and give him a 
low kick! 
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Its showtime. Bulls vs. Lakers &the NBA* Playoffs? 
The new updated version of the game awarded 

/iiHi "Genesis Sports Game of the Year” 
6EH£5I5 by Game Player’s. 

Bulls vs. Lakers raises pro basketball to new 
heights. With twice as many teams: all 16 of the 
1991 NBA playoff contenders plus both All-Star 
squads. More signature moves and more tasty 
dunks than a donut shop. Better defensive 

control and shot 

1 CHICAGO 

Ilf? 

blocking. Even the 
exclusive EASN 
“T’Meteftohelp 
you sink those 
critical free throws. 

And, of course, 
you get to play 
with the best guys ever to la 
up a pair ofhightops. High altitude acrobats 
like Jordan, Drexler, Kemp, and Malone. Dead-eye 
shooters like Bird and Muffin. Rebounding monsters like 
Barkley and Hakeem. 

Li 



Jump at this chance to join basketball’s elite. 
Visit your local EA dealer or order by phone 
any time: (800)245-4525. 

And play with the champions of the NBA. 

SS—’§oI¥n-1 
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NINTENDO GAMEBOY 

a dangerous place! 

MASSIVE GUNS 

BLAZING... 

Speed through the narrow service 
corridors to get to the hard to reach 
territories. Refill 
age Depot for extended life; the 
no enemies here, but you mu: ' 

te barriers by flying 

Stor- 

AND BLOW 'EM AWAY! 
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CHIPS & BITS GENESIS SNESTG16 GAME GEAR 802-767-3033 

CIRCLE #134 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



NINTENDO GAMEBOY 
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VIDEO GAMES AT 
WHOLESALE PRICES 

800-942-4162 
FOR ORDERS ONLY ' CALL BETWEEN 9 AND 5 EST 



NINTENDO GAMEBOY 

T] GAMEBOY MODERATE NOW 

1 MEG ACTION 100% 

uurou 
RUNES OF VIRTUE 

ADVENTURE CALLS... 

player mode that allows you and a 
friend to explore eight completely 
new dungeons. When you start with 
two players, you find out from Lord 
British that the runes of the eight 
virtues are hidden in the catacombs 
below the castle. Upon descending 
down the stairs info the gloom, you 
find sets of ladders which will take 
you to the new crypts. The mazes 
are intricate, the monsters tough; 
this is why teamwork is a must! 
Sometimes, you have to work 
together to solve a particular puzzle. 
Gather up weapons and arm your¬ 
self for combat. Be sure to pick up 
everything you find, but beware of 

Ultima*: Runes of Virtue” is one of 
the first role-playing games to utilize 
two players. Get ready for tandem 
adventure! 
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ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTREE FEE: 
□ (S3.00I Video Game Contest 
□ ($3,001 Media Rig Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter Both (SAVE $1.00) 

THUNDER MUTANTS CRAWtER INDIANA, 



NINTENDO GAMEBOY 

WORLD CONQUEST 

HAS BEGUN... 
The evil Doraize army has just ini¬ 

tiated the Albatross Project, a plot to 
dominate the entire planet. In 
response, the Federal States sent 
out Super Joe, an expert in guerrilla 
warfare. They have lost all commu¬ 
nications with him - now the govern¬ 
ment will send you, Rad Spencer. 
You are a Bionic Commando, a 
powerful one-man arsenal capable 
of wiping out entire armies. This is 
exactly what you must do. Can you 
save Super Joe, and stop the Alba- 

You are the Earth's last hope. 
Only you can defeat the Doraize 

Fight through the ruined city to 
get to the underground headquar¬ 
ters. Try to contact your allies, for 
they can open up certain doors. 

This is Wiseman. He is the brains 
behind the Doraize forces. No one 

If you get spotted by the enemy, 
the screen will change. You will 
have to prepare for battle in a 
giant forest. 
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ATARI LYNX 

7e demented, killer, 
mutant peas! Think quick or they 

will grab your legs! 

What now? Militant cocktail 
wieners with bad attitudes! Stay 

away from those sticks! 

Here's the evil ice tray king! His 
ice cubes change into wicked ici¬ 
cle warriors. Attack the king first. 

COME PLAY WITH 
YOUR FOOD! 

You work for Odnet Video Games 
Center and in your research, you 
come up with a chemical called 
Rynoleum. Rynoleum is highly 

contacts. The only time it is stable is 
when you freeze it. Odnet plans to 
use the dangerous chemical in their 
new video game, endangering mil¬ 
lions of innocent gamers. You real¬ 
ize the error of your ways and break 
into Odnet and steal the samples of 
Rynoleum. Knowing they are only 
stable in the freezer, that's where 

they go! Later that night, you awake 
to strange noises coming from the 
kitchen. You rush downstairs, and 
find the freezer door ajar and the 
temperature rising! Thinking quick, 
you try to close the door, but it is too 
late - the Rynoleum transforms your 
body into a terrible mutated being! 
Now, you must destroy all the nasty 
food roaming around your kitchen. 
Do it quickly, or the Rynoleum will 
become more unstable and ruin 
everything! So come clean out your 
fridge with Kungfood! Just how long 

destructive and mutates anything it 

ATARI LYNX MODERATE AUGUST 

2 MEG 6 ACTION 100% 
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ATARI LYNX 

Beast is Back! 

Now we're talking about action 
and graphics to the max! The guys 
at Atari have got a sure-fire winner 
for the Lynx system. Shadow of the 
Beast is faithful to the original (yes, 
the one long ago for the Amiga). The 
graphics are incredible! With 16-Bit 
capability, Atari has been able to 
create an almost 3-D image. When 
you walk, the background will move 
independently and the effect is quite 
impressive. 

You should remember the story: 

creature you are, and forced you to 
do his evil bidding. You always felt 
he was wrong and you hated him. 
He finally pushed too far when he 
sacrificed your father at the altar. 
Now you're on a rampage, out to kill 
any creature who stands in the way 
between you and your final battle 
with the Beast Lord. 

Atari can be proud of this winner 
for the hand-held crowd. With its 
superior graphics and good sound, it 
will entertain for hours. So, when 
things start to heat up this summer, 
cool off in the Shadow of the Beast! 

Oh no, not snakes! These guys 
move at lightning speed, so there 
is no use running. Just kill them! 

Welcome to the end boss of level 
one. He is a big, mean, green 

killing machine! Duck here, now! 
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Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! Free! 

*ABSOLUTELY FREE!! 

BLOWOUT SALE 
Catalogs - Hints - Free Games - Toll Free-Hotline 

We Export, Wholesale Welcome, Big Cash For trade-ins 

Street Fighter II, Turtles IV, Super Double Dragon, 
Super Battletoads, Batman II k/\I\^- 

Insane Prices !! 
JOIN HIGH VOLTAGE'S EXCLUSIVE BONZO INSANE ^ 

BUYERS CLUB I! 

No Initial Fee, Free Bonzo $ $ $ with every game you buy. 

Save up & Squeeze us out of Free Games! ! ! 

NEO-GEO _Super-Nintendo Genisis 
t of Fighting (1 OOmeg) 
King of Monsters II 

Jinja Camando (RAD) 

/restle Fest (155Meg) Ultima.The False Prophet Toe Jam & Earl II 
& More Super High Impact Football Batman Returns 

All Heavily Discounted 
New Mega Drive, PC Engine Cards & CD's In Stock 

No used Game over $29 [S-NES, Gen, Turbo) 

Call us Absolutely Free 
1-800-685-GAME 
(407) 451-02T 5 

(International) 
Open Mon.-Fri. 

11:00A.M.-8:00RM. 

Immediately Sen. 
For Free Price Blc 

)N READER SERVICE CARD. 
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LEU El FIVE 
1. ThrouggpSMhisiievel, there are switches that you must turn IP 
in.order to safely,get through the machinery. The first one is easy 
to get to; just jump up by the first laser cannon you see. 2. When 
you see the turkey, jump up to the platform and get it. You may 
get shot by a laser, so jump over to the left as fast as you can. 
3. Use the lever on the right to switch the machine off. The left 
one is booby:ttappec. 4. Jump up at this spot and go to the left 
until you have to jump up to go any further. 5. Get the turkey and 
turn this switch off and progress to the right. Spin through the 
bombs. 6. If you jump over the machine and keep going right, 
you'll find a 1-Up and a turkey; get them and jump down the 
machine. 7. Jump up here to find the room with the next switch. 
8. Get the continue and the turkey at the bottom of the room - 
don't touch the switches at the bottom! 9. The switch you need is 
in the upper right hand corner; hit it and go back out the way you 
came. Go to the right - you have to jump up to the exit while 
avoiding a laser that guards the platforms. 
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MARKET PLAC 
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DEALERS & WHOLESALE INQUIRES WELCOME 

710 W. LAS TUNAS, UNIT 1, SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776 
Tel: (818) 281-9282, 281-9376, Fax: (818) 451-5839 

)N READER SERVICE CARD 



Meet The Faces 
Behind Most 

Medical Advances. 

Give To Your 
Local Hospital. 
GiveTolife.. ^ ft 

le lotol Gome Experieice! 
Video Games & Systems 

Buy/Sell 
NewA/sed/Imports 

Call for the Latest 
Releases at the 

BEST Prices 

blUl* 
Aiphere in Urato 111 
(No sub, 2 garni limit, Exp. Aug. 31, 1992) 

Visit Our New Store at 
Garfield Plaza 

2327 S. Garfield 
Monterey Park, CA 91754 

Open 7 Days 
10 am to 9 pm 

CIRCLE #219 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

RGB 

GAME 
CABLES 
^ \ 

$-/Q00 _ 

+ shipping & handling 

CIRCLE #163 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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OKon 

(Nintendo) 



Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 

Please visit us www.retromags.com 

No profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 

available from the publishers themselves. 

one selling releases from 

>orf them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 


